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a b s t r a c t

This paper empirically examines 13 technologies in which significant cost and performance improve-
ments occurred even while no commercial production occurred. Since the literature emphasizes cost
reductions through increases in cumulative production, this paper explores cost and performance
improvements from a new perspective. The results demonstrate that learning in these pre-commercial
production cases arises through mechanisms utilized in deliberate R&D efforts. We identity three mech-
eywords:
erformance
ost
roduction
earning
echnology
&D

anisms – materials creation, process changes, and reductions in feature scale – that enable these
improvements to occur and use them to extend models of learning and invention. These mechanisms
can also apply during post-commercial time periods and further research is needed to quantify the rel-
ative contributions of these three mechanisms and those of production-based learning in a variety of
technologies.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Rapid improvements in the cost and performance of new tech-
ologies enable technological discontinuities (Christensen, 1997)
nd large improvements in productivity (Solow, 1957), two impor-
ant issues within the fields of management and economics. But
ow do these improvements occur during what Dosi (1982) calls
technological trajectory? For cost, most of the literature focuses
n the factory floor and links cost reductions with cumulative pro-
uction. In what has been termed learning by doing (Arrow, 1962),
osts fall as firms learn to produce a single design in a single fac-
ory more efficiently and thus with lower costs. Workers become
etter at tasks and firms introduce better work flows (Wright,
936; Argote and Epple, 1990; Adler and Clark, 1991; Thornton
nd Thompson, 2001), better process control (Argote, 1999; Lapre
t al., 2000), and automated manufacturing equipment (Utterback,
994), and promote organizational learning (Benkard, 2000).

Some scholars consider cumulative production as a general
roxy for effort and thus the driver of new product and pro-

ess designs and thus improvements in performance and cost
Lieberman, 1984; Dutton and Thomas, 1984; Balasubramanian
nd Lieberman, 2010). This formulation which is sometimes called

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +65 98560674.
E-mail address: etmfjl@nus.edu.sg (J.L. Funk).

ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2014.11.005
048-7333/© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
learning by experience suggests that all of the improvements in per-
formance and cost for a technology can be considered endogenous
to a model linking cumulative production to the improvements
(Dutton and Thomas, 1984; Ayres, 1992; Weiss et al., 2010; Nagy
et al., 2013) where the relative contribution of factory floor activi-
ties and new product and process designs are unclear. On the other
hand, a few scholars have questioned the importance of cumulative
production and demand and the possibility that R&D effort or time
may be a better independent variable (Koh and Magee, 2006, 2008;
Nemet, 2009; Nordhaus, 2009; Thompson, 2012; Funk, 2013a,b).

This paper attempts to better understand the impact of prod-
uct and process design changes vs. factory floor activities on cost
and performance by detailed analysis of improvements in cost and
performance in a novel empirical domain. It focuses on new tech-
nologies that have experienced rapid improvements in cost and
performance before commercial production has been started and it
examines the specific mechanisms that enable these improvements
to occur. An analysis of these mechanisms enables us to identify
more specific modes of learning and to extend models of learning
(Argote and Epple, 1990) into the pre-commercialization phase that
some define as invention (Arthur, 2007). Our analysis suggests that
key aspects of this learning include creating new materials, improv-

ing processes, and reducing scale and that this learning occurs in
laboratories.

A second contribution of the paper is for theories of inven-
tion. Building from others (Fleming, 2001; Fleming and Sorenson,

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.respol.2014.11.005
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/00487333
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/respol
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001; Arthur, 2007), the three mechanisms for the improvements
n cost and performance suggest that product and process design
oncepts are improved over time in a recursive process dur-
ng a transition from invention to commercialization. We view
his transition as part of a continuous process of learning in
hich the technology becomes economically feasible for a grow-

ng set of applications both before and after commercial production
egins.

This paper first surveys the literature on improvements includ-
ng learning curves and invention. Second, our methods of finding
nd analyzing new technologies that are experiencing rapid
mprovements with little or no commercial production are sum-

arized. Third, time series data on the cost and/or performance
f 13 different technologies are analyzed in order to examine
he relationship between the rates of improvements and the
evels of commercial production. Fourth, a detailed examination
f the technical mechanisms that cause these improvements is
resented. Fifth, we discuss the extent to which these mech-
nisms might contribute to improvements after the start of
ommercial production and the implications of these results for
heories of learning and invention, for firm strategy, and for R&D
olicy.

. Literature review

Since the publication of Wright’s (1936) analysis of fighter jet
osts in 1936, empirical analyses correlating cost reductions to
umulative production have grown extensively. These analyses plot
traight lines of the log of cost vs. the log of cumulative production.
s analyzed and named by Arrow, this formalism of learning by
oing (Arrow, 1962) has been shown to be an important explana-
ion for improvements in cost (Argote and Epple, 1990). The early
ork on learning curves was mostly done on single designs in spe-

ific factories and thus analyzed the impact of the factory level
hanges mentioned in the first paragraph of the introduction on fac-
ory productivity. Subsequently, learning curves have been applied
o technologies that are manufactured with new designs and in
ew factories where the output variable might be cost or perfor-
ance, albeit these models are now often called experience curves

Ayres, 1992; Dutton and Thomas, 1984). For example, the costs of
hips (Thornton and Thompson, 2001), solar cells (Nemet, 2006),
emiconductor memory, chemicals, primary metals, and food have
een analyzed using this approach (Ayres, 1992; Nagy et al., 2013),
cross significant design changes and often throughout all global
actories.

Linking cumulative production to reductions in cost or improve-
ents in performance can lead to confusion about how the

mprovements in cost and performance are occurring. Some believe
hat such a linkage suggests most of the improvements are
ccurring on the factory floor while others note that cumula-
ive production indirectly leads to improvements in performance.
ncreases in production are linked with expected future production
nd lead to increased incentive to perform process-related (Sinclair
t al., 2000) and general R&D (Schmookler, 1966) where the find-
ngs from the increased R&D spending result in improvements in
erformance or cost. This argument is also implicit in Christensen’s
1997) analysis of hard disk drives, computers and other “disrup-
ive” technologies in that the emergence of a low-end product lead
o increases in R&D spending and thus rapid improvements in the
roduct, which leads to replacement of the dominant technology
y the low-end innovation. This argument suggests that except for

he “invention,” all of the improvements in performance can be
onsidered embedded in a model linking cumulative production to
he improvements (Dutton and Thomas, 1984; Lieberman, 1984;
alasubramanian and Lieberman, 2010).
olicy 44 (2015) 777–788

Other analyses plot (logs of) performance or costs vs. time
for a specific technology and thus do not implicitly argue that
cumulative production is a driver of these improvements. This is
consistent with mathematical analyses that show cumulative pro-
duction could simply serve as a surrogate for time (Sahal, 1979;
Nordhaus, 2009; Nagy et al., 2013). For performance, this includes
the number of transistors on a chip (Moore’s Law), the luminos-
ity per Watt of lighting (Azevedo et al., 2009), processing time or
speeds of computers, information storage densities and capacities
(Koh and Magee, 2006), and energy or power storage densities of
batteries and engines (Koh and Magee, 2008). These studies, start-
ing with Moore, have considered different designs and factories
over time and typically plot “record setters” or best performers
over time. Proposed mechanisms for these improvements in per-
formance (and cost) include changes in product design (Utterback,
1994; Adner and Levinthal, 2001) such as novel combinations of
components (Basalla, 1988; Iansiti, 1995) and changes in scale, both
increases in production equipment size and reductions in feature
size (Gold, 1974; Lipsey et al., 2005; Winter, 2008; Funk, 2013a,b).
These mechanisms might occur in response to bottlenecks in a sys-
tem of materials or components (Hughes, 1983; Rosenberg, 1969;
Dosi and Nelson, 2010).

Building from the possibility that cumulative production may
be a surrogate and that it cannot be distinguished as a causal vari-
able from time (Sahal, 1979; Nordhaus, 2009; Thompson, 2012),
we propose a novel approach to better understand the impact of
new product and process designs and thus R&D on improvements
in cost and performance. Our approach focuses on technologies
that have experienced rapid improvements in time periods of
both no and little commercial production. When we can find such
technologies, we can exclude factory-floor mechanisms depen-
dent upon commercial production such as better process control,
automated equipment, or scale of production equipment and then
identify other mechanisms that have caused the improvements
apply in these cases. Second, we can then examine the extent to
which these design changes might continue to impact on improve-
ments in cost and performance after commercial production
begins.

Since this analysis focuses on pre-commercialization, it can also
help us better understand the process of invention. Most research
on invention has focused on developing the concepts that form
the basis of new technologies and this research describes a recur-
sive process in which combinatorial search (Basalla, 1988; Fleming,
2001; Fleming and Sorenson, 2001; Arthur, 2007) is done. Recur-
sion occurs in the development of concepts, their translation into
working prototypes, and we believe their translation into eco-
nomically feasible products. For working prototypes, problems and
sub-problems often at the system and component levels are recur-
sively solved until a working prototype emerges (Arthur, 2007).
This paper’s analysis explores the transition from technical to eco-
nomic feasibility where recursion during the development of a
series of working prototypes is found to be an important part of
this transition.

3. Methodology

We looked for new technologies that have experienced rapid
improvements in cost or performance (>10% per year) during time
periods in which there was no commercial production. As a point of
comparison we note that integrated circuits (ICs) have experienced
improvements in the number of transistors per chip of greater than

30% per year – commonly known as Moore’s Law. We looked for
technologies that are experiencing rapid improvements because
technologies with rapid improvements are more likely to have
a large impact on improvements in productivity and lead to the
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mergence of technological discontinuities and creative destruc-
ion than are technologies with less rapid improvements. We also
ote that annual rates of improvement are very different from rates
f improvement for each doubling in cumulative production, which
any measure (Weiss et al., 2010). They are only equivalent when

umulative production is doubling each year. Since most technolo-
ies experience unit or sales growth rates of much less than 100%
year, annual rates of improvement are often 1/3 to 1/10 those for
ach doubling.

We first looked for technologies that are currently experienc-
ng rapid improvements for two reasons. First, it is less likely that
mprovements occur with no commercial production for older than
or newer technologies. Increases in university R&D over the last
0–100 years (Murray, 2002, 2004) have increased the chances
hat improvements will occur for example before the beginning
f commercial production. When there was little university R&D
efore for example WWII, pre-commercial production improve-
ents depended on the research activities of corporations. Since

orporations have much shorter time horizons than do univer-
ity and government laboratories, it is likely that there is more
re-commercial research done now than 50 years ago. Second,
ublication in journals is much less likely for corporate work
han university work so it is easier to find data for newer than
lder technologies. Thus, the paper focuses on newer technologies
specifically technologies that have experienced rapid improve-
ents in the last 10 years.
We looked for time series data in the leading scientific jour-

als such as Nature, Science, Optics, and Nanoletters, annual
eports by reputable scientific organizations such as the Interna-
ional Solid State Circuits Conference, general technology websites,
echnology-specific web sites for new technologies such as super-
onductivity and quantum dots, and in searches on Google.
or the latter, we searched for data on technologies that are
entioned in “science-based” journals with terms such as cost,

erformance, trends, improvements, and specific dimensions of
erformance.

The search and data analysis led to the creation of a relatively
arge data set on technologies and their rates of improvement,

hich are summarized in Table 1. All of these technologies are
ased on a new concept (Henderson and Clark, 1990) or paradigm
Dosi, 1982) and thus Table 1 does not include new and better ver-
ions of memory ICs, computers, liquid crystal displays, or mobile
hones, all of which can be defined as new product (and pro-
ess) designs but probably not new technologies that have been
invented.” The technologies are placed into 7 categories, the first
ix of which are the transforming, storing, and transporting of
nergy and information, which is consistent with characterizations
f engineering systems (de Weck et al., 2011). In total, there are 30
ndividual technologies shown in Table 1. Since a variety of perfor-

ance measures are often relevant for a specific technology, data
as collected on multiple dimensions some of which are repre-

ented in performance of basic functions per unit cost while others
re in performance of functions per mass or per volume totaling 45
etrics in the table.
Second, within the technologies listed in Table 1, we looked for

echnologies that experienced improvements with no commercial
roduction. To examine this question, we gathered data on the
tart of commercial production and data on the current level of
ales/production. This data was searched for on the Internet. Web
earches were done for specific names of technologies along with
eywords such as commercial production, start of production, and
ales. Commercial production is defined as the production of a tech-

ology by firms for a specific application and this does not include
roduction by universities or the development and construction of
rototypes by firms. In gathering this data, we looked for data in
onsulting reports published by organizations such as Dataquest,
olicy 44 (2015) 777–788 779

BCC Research, Lux Research, ICE (Integrated Circuit Engineering),
and DisplaySearch and we were careful to emphasize actual rather
than forecasted sales. Consulting reports often focus on forecasts
rather than actual sales because most of their readers are more
interested in the future than in the past.

We then selected technologies for which our performance data
showed rapid improvements before the start of commercial pro-
duction according to the production/sales data. As a check on the
start of commercial production date, we gathered recent sales
data on each technology. Technologies with recent start dates for
commercial production would not be expected to be currently
experiencing large sales. For comparison purposes, we note that
the market for semiconductors was $40 million in 1954 and $100
million in 1956 (Tilton, 1971) or $346 million and $856 million
respectively in 2013 dollars. The years 1954 and 1956 were three
and five years respectively after the first transistors were intro-
duced in 1951.

Third, for the selected technologies, we looked for information
on how the improvements occurred, i.e., the mechanisms. Since
each technology experiencing rapid improvements during a time
period of no commercial production is based on a single concept
(Henderson and Clark, 1990) or paradigm (Dosi, 1982), changes
in the concept or paradigm are not the sources of the improve-
ments. Thus, other types of technical changes were the sources
of these improvements. We investigated the following questions.
Were these changes made to the product and/or process design;
what types of product and process design changes occurred? Some
argue that changes made to the physical scale of a product design
impact on cost and performance (Lipsey et al., 2005; Winter, 2008;
Funk, 2013a,b). But how did these changes in scale impact on cost?
Were new materials and new material classes involved? Were
these product changes completely independent of process design
changes (Utterback, 1994; Adner and Levinthal, 2001) or were they
inter-related (Linton and Walsh, 2008)? Did the bottlenecks change
as the improvements proceeded (Hughes, 1983; Rosenberg, 1969;
Dosi and Nelson, 2010)?

Fourth, we looked for information on the relationship between
performance and cost and in particular, how improvements in some
measures of performance can lead to reductions in cost. While users
make tradeoffs between cost and performance at any moment in
time (Green and Wind, 1973), improvements over time in a technol-
ogy can change this tradeoff and thus lead to both improvements
in cost and performance (Adner, 2002, 2004; Adner and Zemsky,
2005; de Figueirdo and Kyle, 2006). This interaction of improve-
ments in cost and performance can lead to reductions in cost
essentially arising from improvements in performance. For exam-
ple, increases in the efficiency of solar cells (US DoE, 2010), lighting
(Azevedo et al., 2009), or displays (e.g., luminosity per Watt), in the
densities of transistors or memory cells (e.g., Moore’s Law), or in
the speeds of electronic devices (Koh and Magee, 2006) can lead to
lower costs in the electricity from solar cells, the cost per lumen of
lighting or displays, the cost per transistor of microprocessors, and
the cost per computation for computers.

To identify the relationship between cost and performance
and how these improvements occurred, we analyzed many
technical/scientific articles. We looked for discussions of the
improvements and the other questions mentioned in the previ-
ous paragraph. The sources of the time series data were often good
sources for information on the mechanisms improvements. This
was particularly true with “science-based” journal papers. In all
cases, however, we searched multiple papers, articles, and tech-
nical reports in order to obtain a deeper understanding of the
improvements and to test any hypotheses that were generated
by reading the “Science-based” Journal articles. The mechanisms

were only identified by this inductive process and were not pre-
selected.
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Table 1
Technologies with recent rapid rates of improvement.

Technology domain Sub-technology Dimensions of measure Time
period

Improvement
rate per year
(%)

Energy transformation Light emitting diodes (LEDs) Luminosity per Watt, red 1965–2008 16.8
Lumens per Dollar, white 2000–2010 40.5

Organic LEDs Luminosity per Watt, green 1987–2005 29
GaAs lasers Power density 1987–2007 30

Cost per Watt 1987–2007 31
Liquid crystal displays Square meters per dollar 2001–2011 11.0
Quantum dot displays External efficiency, red 1998–2009 36.0
Solar cells Peak Watt per price 1977–2013 13.7

Efficiency of organic 2001–2013 12.6
Efficiency of quantum dot 2010–2013 42.1

Energy transmission Superconductors: BSSCO and YBCO Current–length per cost 2004–2010 115
Current × length – BSSCO 1987–2008 32.5
Current × length – YBCO 2002–2011 53.3

Information transformation Microprocessor ICs Number of transistors/chip 1971–2011 38
Camera chips Pixels per dollar 1983–2013 48.7

Light sensitivity 1986–2008 18
Power ICs Current density 1993–2012 16.1
MEMS: artificial eye Number of electrodes 2002–2013 45.6
MEMS: inkjet printers Drops per second 1985–2009 61
Organic transistors Mobility 1982–2006 109
Single walled carbon nanotube transistors 1/Purity (% metallic) 1999–2011 32.1

Density 2006–2011 357
Super-conducting Josephson junction-based transistors 1/Clock period 1990–2010 20.3

1/Bit energy 1990–2010 19.8
Qubit lifetimes 1999–2012 142
Bits per qubit lifetime 2005–2013 137

Photonics Data Capacity per Chip 1983–2011 39.0
Computers Instructions per unit time 1979–2009 35.9

Instructions per time-cost 1979–2009 52.2
Quantum computers Number of qubits 2002–2012 107

Information storage Flash memory Storage capacity 2001–2013 46.8
Resistive RAM Storage capacity 2006–2013 272
Ferroelectric RAM Storage capacity 2001–2009 37.8
Magneto RAM Storage capacity 2002–2011 57.8
Phase change RAM Storage capacity 2004–2012 63.1
Magnetic storage Recording density of disks 1991–2011 55.7

Recording density of tape 1993–2011 32.1
Cost per bit of disks 1956–2007 32.7

Information transmission Last mile wireline Bits per second 1982–2010 48.7
Wireless, cellular Bits per second 1996–2013 79.1
Wireless, WLAN 1995–2010 58.4
Wireless, 1 m 1996–2008 77.8

Biological transformation DNA Sequencing per unit cost 2001–2013 146
Synthesizing per unit cost 2002–2010 84.3

Cellulosic ethanol Output per cost 2001–2012 13.9

Azevedo et al. (2009), Haitz and Tsao (2011), Lee (2005), Sheats et al. (1996), Martinson (2007), Economist (2012a, 2013), Kwak (2010), NREL (2013), Shiohara et al. (2013),
Selvamanickam (2011), Wikipedia (2014), Preil (2012), Suzuki (2010), Miller (2012), Chader et al. (2009), Stasiak et al. (2009), Hasegawa and Takeya (2009), Franklin (2013),
F (2011
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ujimaki (2013), Devoret and Schoeldopf (2013), Evans et al. (2011), Koomey et al.
2013), SingularityHub.com (2013), Service (2013).

. Results

The 13 technologies listed in Table 2 experienced annual
mprovements of greater than 10% during a time period (see col-
mn 3) in which there was no commercial production; the start of
ommercial production is shown in the second column of Table 2.
n fact, there was commercial production during only 17% of the
ears (27/156) for which rapid improvements occurred. Table 2
see column 4) also shows, recent sales figures for each technology
nd all these figures are smaller than sales of semiconductors in
956 ($856 million in 2013 dollars). Except for printed electronics,
hich probably includes technologies other than organic transis-
ors (see below), all of them had market sizes smaller than did
emiconductors in 1954 ($346 million in 2013 dollars). Thus, high
evels of commercial production still do not exist for any of these
echnologies. The small current market sizes are consistent with
), D-Wave (2013), Francis (2011), Yoon (2010), Brown (2011), ISSCC (2013), NHGRI

the dates for the start of commercial production and together are
strong evidence that these technologies were improved with zero
commercial production and still are being improved with small lev-
els of commercial production. While two or three cases might be
arguable given uncertainty in the start of commercial production,
we were conservative (chose earlier if multiple possibilities exist)
about the dates and yet 8 cases are shown in Table 2 where pro-
duction did not start until 9 or more years after the onset of rapid
improvement. In summary, these results clearly indicate that learn-
ing by production workers on the factory floor is not a relevant
mechanism for these rapid improvements. The following sections
address the mechanisms by which these improvements occur and

they present more detailed data about each of the cases in Table 2.

Discussion of the technologies listed in Table 2 is covered in
five sub-sections (organic materials, quantum dots, new forms of
non-volatile memory integrated circuits, carbon nanotubes, and
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Table 2
Starts of commercial production and recent sales data.

Technology Start of
commercial
production

Time period for
rapid
improvements

Recent sales data ($
millions)

Sources of sales data

Organic LEDs 2001 1987–2005 300 in year 2012 Display Search (2013)
Organic transistors 2007 1994–2007 530 (printed electronics) in

year 2010
Markets and Markets (2011)

Organic solar cells 2010 2001–2013 4.6 in year 2012 IDTE (2012)
Quantum dot solar cells 2013 2010–2013 Zero until 2013 Investor (2013)
Quantum dot displays 2013 1994–2009 Zero until 2013 Research & Markets (2013)
Resistive RAM 2013 2006–2013 200 (2012) Yole (2013a,b)
Ferroelectric RAM 2005 2001–2009
Magneto-resistant RAM 2004 2002–2011
Phase change RAM 2006 2004–2012
Single walled carbon nanotubes for transistors 2011 1999–2011 <10 (2011) BCC (2012)
High temperature superconductor wire (YBaCuO and BiSrCuO) 2006 1987–2008 30 (2011)

30 (2012)
Connectus (2012)

1990–2010 First sale of these
technologies in 2011

Jones (2013)
2002–2012
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Fig. 1. (a) Luminosity per watt for organic light emitting diodes (black arrow = start
of commercial production). (b) Mobility of single crystal and polycrystalline organic.
Superconducting Josephson junction-based transistors 2011
Quantum computers 2011

uperconducting materials). Several of these sub-sections discuss
ultiple entries from Table 2 since the mechanisms substantially

verlap. Each sub-section describes the relevant dimensions of
erformance, the impact of these improvements in performance
n cost and gives logarithmic plots of the performance measures
gainst time in figures to display the time series data. The starts of
ommercial production are shown on each graph as a large black
rrow and recent sales data is discussed. In addition, each sec-
ion discusses the technical changes that drove improvements in
erformance and cost for specific technologies.

.1. Organic materials

Organic materials are being used in many electronic applications
ecause they are more mechanically flexible than are semicon-
uctor materials and because it is potentially cheaper to fabricate
lectronic devices with them than with semiconductor materials
hat require high temperature processes. These electronic devices
nclude lighting, displays, solar cells, and transistors. Luminosity
er Watt, shown against time in Fig. 1a is an important dimen-
ion of performance for organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) in
ighting and displays and it also impacts on the cost for users. Not
nly does better luminosity per Watt lead to lower cost per lumen
Azevedo et al., 2009), it also enables smaller devices for a given
utput and thus lowers material, equipment, and transport costs.
his makes improvements in luminosity per Watt an important
river and rough surrogate for reductions in the cost of lighting or
isplays with OLEDs.

Fig. 1a shows that about 10–100 times improvements were
ade in luminosity per Watt before documented commercial pro-

uction was started in 2001 (see black arrow) for mobile phone
isplays (OLED, 2013). Even after commercial production was
tarted, sales grew slowly with some ups and downs. For exam-
le, the leading market research firm, Display Search, claims in
wo different reports that sales were $615 million in 2008 (Display
earch, 2009) and $300 million in 2012 (Display Search, 2013). Thus
ncreases in commercial production do not appear to be a strong
xplanation for improvements in cost and performance after 2001
nd are even more questionable before this date where a large
raction of the documented improvements occurred.

Not surprisingly, the literature on OLEDs provides an explana-
ion for the improvements that different than those based upon
mprovements on the factory floor. Scientists and engineers created

ew types of organic materials that better exploited the phenom-
na of electroluminescence. In the literature, one can find graphs
imilar to Fig. 1a that identify materials changes at many of the
ata points. For example, according to such plots found in Sheats
Transistors (black arrow = start of commercial production). (c) Efficiency of organic
and quantum dot solar cells (black arrows = starts of commercial production)

et al. (1996) and Lee (2005), improvements in the lumens per Watt
of green, blue, and yellow OLEDs came from new forms of InGaN,
polyfluorenes, phosphorescent materials and molecular solids such
as Tris (8-hydroxyquinolinato) aluminum.

The second entry in Table 2 is another technology that is based
on organic materials, organic transistors. Mobility is a key dimen-
sion of performance for transistors since mobility directly impacts

on speed and speed is an important dimension of performance for
computers and other electronic products. Mobility also impacts
indirectly on cost since computers are often evaluated in terms of
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heir cost per instruction (Nordhaus, 2007) or cost per processing
utput (Koh and Magee, 2006) and mobility impacts on the speed
t which these computers can perform. Thus, the improvements in
obility shown in Fig. 1b are often a good surrogate for improve-
ents in the cost of processing data with organic transistors.
Organic transistors were first commercially used in 2007 to con-

rol the pixel values in flexible electronic paper, which are used
n e-books such as the Amazon Kindle (ChemTech, 2008; Mas-
orrent and Rovira, 2008). From Fig. 1b, improvements of more
han 1000 times occurred before the start of commercial produc-
ion in 2007. More recent sales data for organic transistors could
nly be found under printed electronics, a category that includes
ny type of electronic circuit that is printed including transistors
nd displays. Thus, the $530 million figure in Table 2 is probably a
ubstantial overestimate for the size of the organic transistor mar-
et in 2010 or for more recent years and increases in production are
ot a viable explanation for improvements in cost and performance
efore 2007 and probably not after that date as well.

Like OLEDs, the literature on organic transistors and even the
gures displaying the improvements in mobility in this litera-
ure focus on new materials as the sources of improvements.
or example, Dong et al. (2010) include the names of organic
aterials such as polythiophenes, thiophene oligomers, poly-
ers, hthalocyanines, heteroacenes, tetrathiafulvalenes, perylene

iimides naphthalene diimides, acenes, and C60 alongside the
mprovement data. Processes are also important. For example, one
cientific paper (Horowitza, 2011) says: “the search for high mobil-
ty materials is still very active. However, the mobility is not only
ictated by the nature of the organic semiconductor; it also strongly
epends on other parameters such as the crystal structure and the
uality of the various interfaces that intervene in the device: inter-
aces between the insulator and the semiconductor and between
he electrodes and the semiconductor.” Thus, process optimization
nd materials creation are inextricably linked for this technology.

The third entry in Table 2 is organic solar cells. The efficiency of
olar cells is defined as the percentage of incoming solar energy that
s converted into electrical energy and it has a large impact on the
ost of electricity from solar cells. While it contributes equally to
eductions in cost per peak Watt of physical cells as does reductions
n cost per area, it contributes more to reductions in the cost per
eak Watt than does reductions in the total cost per area because

nstallation costs depend on the area of the solar cells and bet-
er efficiencies enable smaller areas for a given output (US DoE,
010). Like OLEDs, this makes improvements in efficiency, shown

n Fig. 1c, an important driver and useful surrogate for reductions
n the cost of electricity from organic and other solar cells.

Organic solar cells were first commercially produced in 2010
y Konarka, a firm that went bankrupt in mid-2012. One mar-
et research firms claims that organic solar cells had about $4.6
illion in sales in 2011 (IDTE, 2012), the latest year for which
e were able to find sales data. Fig. 1c shows that before com-
ercial production of organic solar cells began in 2010, significant

mprovements had been achieved in their efficiency, growing from
% in 2001 to 8% in 2010 and 11.1% by the end of 2012. (For
omparison purposes, single crystal silicon solar cells have a best
aboratory efficiency of 25%.) Like OLEDs, the literature on organic
olar cells focuses on the creation of new types of organic materials
nd creating these new organic materials often requires new pro-
esses. For example, two scientists (Hou and Guo, 2013) summarize
hese improvements in the following way: “the development of
ctive layer materials is still the key to boost the efficiency. In
rder to get better photovoltaic properties, many properties, like

and gap, molecular energy level, mobility, solubility, etc., should
e considered, and how to balance these parameters is the most

mportant part to molecular design.” Continuing with this chap-
er, Hou and Guo describe the creation of new materials such as
olicy 44 (2015) 777–788

blended films of conjugated polymer (electron donor) and small
molecular acceptors. Examples of active materials that enabled
improvements in efficiency include polythiophene, polymers with
2,1,3-bezothiadiazole pyrrolo derivatives, and bezo-dithiophene-
based polymers.

4.2. Quantum dots

The fourth entry in Table 2 is also a solar cell and thus the effi-
ciencies are also shown against time in Fig. 1c. However, quantum
dot solar cells are based on a different physical principle and a dif-
ferent type of material than are organic solar cells. Quantum dots
consist of small crystals (usually semiconductor crystals) whose
size determines their electronic and optical properties and thus the
wavelengths of light that will be absorbed in a quantum dot solar
cell. By varying the size of the dots, it is theoretically possible to
create solar cells on a single layer of material that have efficiencies
greater than 80% or more than three times the maximum theoret-
ical efficiency of conventional solar cells such as those made with
organic or semiconductor materials (including silicon). Like other
forms of solar cells, improvements in efficiency can be considered
a surrogate for reductions in costs (US DoE, 2010).

Commercial production of quantum dot solar cells was reported
to have started in late 2013 (Investor, 2013). The market for all
types of quantum dots including displays and medical applications
were only $150 million in 2011 (Research & Markets, 2013). Even
with significant production, learning from commercial production
is not a good explanation for efficiency improvements such as those
experienced by quantum dot solar cells shown in Fig. 1c. This fig-
ure shows that rapid improvements in the efficiency of quantum
dots have been recently achieved, rising from 3% in 2010 to 8.6%
in mid-2013. Like organic solar cells, the literature on quantum
dot technologies focuses on the creation of new materials and
processes. Semiconductor and other crystals are grown with new
types of materials or by adding new impurities and/or dopants to
these base materials. Types of materials that are mentioned as con-
tributing to the improvements in efficiencies include conventional
semiconductors such as silicon or indium arsenide, more complex
compositions (i.e., alloys), and selenide or sulfides of metals (e.g.,
lead sulfide, lead selenium, cadmium selenium). New structures
such as quantum dots that are grown within dots are also men-
tioned where new processes are typically required for these new
structures to be effective (Patel, 2011; Chandler, 2013).

Quantum dot displays are the fifth entry in Table 2. Like quantum
dot solar cells, the size of the dot determines the relevant wave-
length of light although in this case, the important wavelength is
of the emitted rather than the absorbed light. Similar to solar cells,
this enables a single layer of material to theoretically emit many
different colors and thus result in a lower cost display than current
display technologies. Also like OLEDs, the efficiency with which
electricity is converted to light has an important impact on both
the performance and cost of the quantum dot display. For quantum
dots, this efficiency is measured in terms of the percentage of avail-
able electrons that are converted to photons while for OLEDs, the
efficiency is measured in terms of luminosity per Watt. In any case,
improvements in the efficiency can be considered a rough surro-
gate for reductions in the cost of quantum dot displays (Azevedo
et al., 2009) and are displayed against time in Fig. 2.

Commercial production of quantum dots for television displays
reportedly began in 2013 by Sony. These quantum dots are used
in combination with liquid crystal displays (LCDs) to increase the
range of colors that can be displayed on a television (Physorg, 2013).

As noted above, even the sales for all types of quantum dots in 2011
was $150 million and these were mostly for biological/medical
applications (Anscombe, 2005; Sanderson, 2009). Similarly to the
technologies previously discussed, the results indicate that the
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have both high purity and density (Franklin, 2013). Fig. 4 shows that
both of these dimensions of performance have been improved at
rapid rates and most of these improvements were achieved before
commercial production of single-walled CNTs by firms was begun
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ignificant improvements in the efficiency of quantum dot displays
Fig. 2 shows 1000 times improvement since 1994) are not due
o mechanisms inherent to production. Instead, the literature on
uantum dot displays focuses on the creation of new materials and
ypically the same types of new materials, structures and processes
hat have enabled improvements in the efficiency of quantum dot
olar cells (see above). Additional mechanisms stress the intricate
inking of new materials and new forms of processes such as layer-
y-layer assembly methods (Bae et al., 2010) and the use of ZnO
anoparticles and organic layers in combination with conventional
emiconductor-based materials (Kwak et al., 2012).

.3. New forms of non-volatile memory integrated circuits

The next four entries in Table 2 are for new forms of memory ICs
nd their improvements are driven by a different set of technical
hanges than are the previously discussed technologies. These four
ntries are for different types of RAM (random access memory) ICs
hat can be defined as non-volatile memory (NVM). NVM refers to

emory that retains its value when the power is switched off. The
ost familiar type of NVM is called flash memory and it is familiar

o many of us because it is used in mobile phones. It enables our
hones to remember our phone numbers, music, and videos even
hen the power has been switched off.

Like all forms of chip-based memory, a key dimension of
erformance for NVM is storage capacity. The performance of semi-
onductor memory is usually measured in terms of the number of
its per chip and these increases are typically achieved by increas-

ng the number of bits per area. Increases in the number of bits
er area usually lead to lower costs per bit because the higher den-
ities lead to lower material and equipment costs per bit, along
ith enabling faster speeds. This is also the case with Moore’s Law,
hich is typically discussed for microprocessors, but the analysis
olds as well for other types of integrated circuits such as RAM and
ther types of memory ICs. Increases in the numbers of transistors
r memory cells per IC chip lead to lower cost and higher speeds
Moore, 2006) and similar improvements will occur with NVM. The
our entries on NVM refer to four new types of NVM that are being
eveloped as potential replacements for flash memory. Although
hese four types of NVM are based on different physical principles,

aterials, and structures and different ones from flash memory
which uses silicon), patterns on them are fabricated using some
f the same processes and equipment that are used to fabricate
atterns on ICs including flash memory ICs.

As shown in Fig. 3, substantial improvements have been
chieved in these four types of NVM some of which were achieved
efore commercial production for each alternative (shown by the
black arrows) was started. This is particularly true with resis-
ive RAM, for which an improvement of 100 times occurred before
ommercial production started in 2013. Since the total commercial
ales for all four forms of NVM were only $200 million in 2012 (Yole,
013a), and since most improvements occurred before the start of
Fig. 3. Number of memory bits (Gb) per RAM (random access memory) chip (black
arrows = start of commercial production).

commercial production, it appears again that mechanisms asso-
ciated with commercial production-based learning have not been
a major mechanism for the improvements even after commercial
production was started. Instead, most of the improvements were
achieved in laboratories where prototypes were fabricated (ISSCC,
2013; Yole, 2013b).

The main mechanism for achieving the improvements in stor-
age capacity has been from reducing the feature sizes associated
with the memory cells. Differences in storage capacity between dif-
ferent forms of NVM are largely a function of differences in these
feature sizes (Yole, 2013b). This is the same mechanism by which
the number of transistors per chip is increased in conventional ICs
such as flash memory, DRAM, and microprocessor ICs. Firms such
as Intel reduce the size of the features that define a transistor or
memory cell and thus are able to increase the number of transis-
tors or memory cells per chip (Kuhn, 2009). In the case of the new
forms of NVM, the reductions in feature size are made largely by the
appropriate modification of equipment and processes that are bor-
rowed from the manufacture of flash memory or other integrated
circuit-related industries.

4.4. Carbon nanotubes for transistors

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are another technology that is being
developed for ICs largely because of their very high electrical and
thermal conductivities. CNTs are composed solely of carbon atoms,
just as graphite, diamond, and graphene are. While graphene is a
one-atom thick layer of carbon atoms, one can think of CNTs as
graphene that is rolled into cylindrical tubes with either open or
closed ends. These CNTs can be produced with single, “few,” or
“multi” walls of which the single wall ones have the highest per-
formance and cost. The market for single walled CNT has reached
$10 million and the market for all three types of carbon nanotubes
had reached $180 million by 2011 (BCC, 2012).

For transistor applications, single-walled CNTs are needed that
1995 2000 2005 2010 2015
Production

Fig. 4. Purity (left axis) and density (right axis) of carbon nanotubes for transistors.
Density is for consistent and inconsistent feature size.
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Fig. 5. (a) Cost per kiloamps-meter for superconducting cable (black arrow = start of commercial production). (b) Current (Amps) × length (km) for two types of superconduct-
ing cables (black arrow = start of commercial production). (c) Bit energy (left axis) and clock period (right axis) for superconducting. Josephson junctions (black arrow = start
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f commercial production). (d) Qubit lifetime for several definitions of “Lifetime” (
black arrow = start of commercial production). (f) Number of qubits in quantum co

n 2011 (see black arrow). Improvements in the purity of the CNTs
ave been achieved by improvements in processes. As described
y Liu and Hersam (2010), this includes “post-synthetic efforts to
urify and sort carbon nanotubes by their physical and electronic
tructure” and the “selective growth of carbon nanotubes with pre-
etermined properties.” More recently (Franklin, 2013) writes, “Jin
nd colleagues have managed to achieve the selective removal of
etallic CNTs from an array of such nanotubes on a chip without

amaging the semiconducting nanotubes.”
Increases in the density of CNTs have come from improvements

n processes and new materials. This includes the growth of CNTs
n new types of substrates such as quartz and by coating the CNTs
ith certain molecules to tune their attraction to different surfaces

Franklin, 2013).

.5. Superconductors

The final three technologies in Table 2 are superconductor-
elated. As their name suggests, superconductors conduct electric-
ty with zero resistance and this enables them to be very effective
onductors of electricity and to enable the creation of strong
agnetic fields. The performance of superconducting materials is

ypically measured in terms of the highest temperature at which
uperconducting occurs (the critical temperature), the amount of
urrent and magnetic field they can support before superconduct-
ng disappears, and these dimensions in combination with length
ue to the difficulties of fabricating long superconducting wires.
igher temperatures, currents, and magnetic fields are also related

o cost since higher temperature superconductors reduce cooling
osts and higher currents and magnetic fields reduce the amount
f necessary materials and thus their costs (CCAS, 2014).
More than 33 superconducting materials have been created
CCAS, 2014) of which the highest recorded critical temperature
s 153 K. Five of these materials are capable of superconduct-
ng at temperatures higher than 77 K and are often called
arrow = start of commercial production). (e) The number of bits per qubit lifetime
ers (mostly prototypes) (black arrow = start of commercial production).

“high-temperature” superconductors. These higher temperatures
enable the replacement of liquid hydrogen with liquid nitrogen as
a method of cooling thus reducing the cost of cooling. Furthermore,
many of these newly created materials can handle higher currents
or magnetic fields at a specific temperature than can previously
created materials.

Although the overall production of superconductors has grown
steadily over the last ten years reaching $4.5 billion in 2007,
few of these sales are for superconducting wires or rapid single
flux Josephson junctions of which the latter are used in quantum
computers. Instead, the largest application for superconductors is
magnetic resonance imaging in which so-called “low temperature”
superconductors are fabricated into magnets. Electric power appli-
cations such as cables, transformers, motors, and generators that
use high temperature superconductor wires only represent a few
percent of the superconductor market (Economist, 2012b). These
wires are fabricated from high temperature superconductors such
as the ones (BiSrCaCuO and YBaCuO) that have experienced rapid
improvements in the cost per kilo-amp-meter (Fig. 5a) or in the
current times length (Fig. 5b). The market for high temperature
superconductors was only $30 million in 2011 (Connectus, 2012)
with commercial production beginning in 2006 (Selvamanickam,
2011). Thus, mechanisms relating to production experience are
probably not important sources of these significant improvements
similar to the previously discussed technologies in this paper.

According to the engineering literature, improvements in the
current carrying capability and cost of BiSrCaCuO and YBaCuO
(Fig. 5a and b) were achieved largely through improvements in pro-
cesses but also through modifications to the materials that are used
to package these materials into wires. For increasing current times
length, achieving an in-plane grain alignment of the material’s crys-

tals was important and this was achieved with a new process (ion
beam assisted deposition) and a new substrate, a rolling-assisted
biaxially textured one (Shiohara et al., 2013). For reducing the cost
of YBaCuO, one challenge was to reduce the content of silver due to
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ts high price while retaining the wire’s strength. This was achieved
y combining YBCO with nickel and other dopants (Paranthaman
nd Izumi, 2004).

Rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) Josephson junctions are
nother application for superconductors in which the rapid
mprovements shown in Fig. 5c–e have been achieved prior
o commercial production. Named for their discoverer, Brian
avid Josephson, Josephson junctions consist of a thin non-

uperconducting material that is sandwiched between two
uperconducting materials and for which quantum tunneling
an occur across the non-superconducting material. These junc-
ions can be used to construct various electronic devices such
s single-electron transistors, qubits, superinductors, supercon-
ucting quantum interference devices, superconducting tunnel

unction detectors, and rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ); RSFQ is
he device of interest in this section. RSFQs that are constructed
rom these junctions are orders of magnitude faster and use orders
f magnitude less power than do conventional ICs. Since the cost
f computing is often measured in cost per instruction (Koh and
agee, 2006) and cost per energy (Koomey et al., 2011), the

mprovements in the speed of RSFQ also impact on the cost of
omputing, as does improvements in power consumption. Thus,
mprovements in speed and power consumption can be considered
urrogates for reductions in cost.

Improvements in speed, i.e., clock period, and power consump-
ion, i.e., bit energy (see Fig. 5c), were being achieved at a rapid
ate before commercial production began in 2011 (see black arrow)
or quantum computers (Merali, 2011). Like the NVM and con-
entional ICs that are discussed above, these improvements were
chieved by reducing the feature size of the RSFQ Josephson junc-
ions. Reducing the size of the RSFQ Josephson junctions reduced
he distance to be traveled by electrons and these reductions in fea-
ure size enabled both increases in speed and reductions in power
onsumption (Fujimaki, 2013).

One application for these RSFQ Josephson junctions is quantum
omputers. Quantum computers differ from conventional comput-
rs in that bits can be in “superposition,” representing 0 and 1 at
he same time according to a probability distribution. The bits in
quantum computer are called qubits and by coupling multiple

ubits, the performance of a quantum computer rises at a much
aster rate than do increases in the number of qubits. While con-
entional computers operate on a base two system, i.e., 0 or 1, and
hus performance rises linearly with increases in the number of
its, the performance of quantum computers rises non-linearly as
he number of qubits are increased (Jones, 2013). The problem for
uantum computers is that “keeping qubits in superposition long
nough to do anything useful with them has proven very hard”
Hardesty, 2011).

Nevertheless, this problem is gradually being solved as improve-
ents in qubit lifetimes and in the number of bits per lifetime have

een achieved as shown in Fig. 5d and e. The number of bits per life-
ime (Fig. 5d) is equivalent to the number of measurements, each
ith one bit of precision that would be possible before an error

ccurs. These improvements have been achieved by creating new
ypes of qubit structures and new processes for making these struc-
ures (Devoret and Schoeldopf, 2013). The new structures include
ifferent sizes and orientations of tunnel junctions, superinductors,
nd resonators and new processes include exposure to microwave
adiation (Hardesty, 2011). These approaches are given unusual
ames such as Quantronium, Fluxonium, Transmon, and improved
ransmon (Devoret and Schoeldopf, 2013).

The improvements in qubit lifetimes and in the number of

its per lifetime have enabled the number of qubits in a quan-
um computer to be recently increased more than 100 times as
hown in Fig. 5f. The figure demonstrates that much of these
mprovements were achieved without the commercial production
olicy 44 (2015) 777–788 785

of quantum computers. The first prototype was constructed in 2002
and commercial production of both quantum computers and RSFQ
Josephson junctions started in 2011 with the first sale of a quantum
computer (D-Wave, 2013; Jones, 2013).

5. Interpretation of results

The 13 technologies listed in Table 2 were shown in section 4 to
have achieved rapid improvements in performance and/or cost dur-
ing periods of zero commercial production and all of them still have
low levels of commercial production. Some of the cost reductions
are known because cost data was collected while other cost reduc-
tions are inferred based on the fact that improvements in some
dimensions of performance are equivalent to reductions in cost for
a given performance.

The findings detailed in Section 4 demonstrate that the rapid
reductions in cost and increases in performance are – as expected
since the cases were chosen to avoid production learning – not
due to mechanisms associated with factory floor activities and pro-
duction experience. One predominant mechanism found in these
cases was creating materials that better exploit a physical phe-
nomenon where these new materials often required new processes.
New materials were important for OLEDs, organic transistors and
solar cells, quantum dot solar cells and displays, and superconduc-
tors. Scientists and engineers created organic materials that better
exploited the phenomenon of electroluminescence for OLEDs, the
photovoltaic phenomenon for solar cells, and the semiconducting
phenomenon for transistors. They created semiconductor and other
materials that better exploited the phenomenon of quantum dots
and other materials that better exploited superconductivity. Some-
times, the focus was on a single layer of active material while other
times it was for a combination of different materials where each
layer in the combination may have been tweaked with impurities
and dopants. The multiple ways in which new materials are cre-
ated for a single technology is consistent with the emergence of
bottlenecks in a system of materials or components (Hughes, 1983;
Rosenberg, 1969; Dosi and Nelson, 2010).

A second mechanism for improving performance and cost in the
thirteen cases was improvements in processes, which as noted in
the preceding paragraph, is a subset of the first method since cre-
ating new materials often required new processes for the creation
or improvement of the material. Nevertheless, improvements in
the performance of a single material often involved new processes
where these new processes involved slight changes to the mate-
rial composition, including the addition of impurities or dopants.
Our finding of the importance of process research is consistent with
other research (Sinclair et al., 2000) that identified new processes
arising from research as a major source of cost reductions. For car-
bon nanotubes, the efforts were aimed at improving their purity
and density. This includes post-synthetic efforts to purify and sort
carbon nanotubes by their physical and electronic structure, the
“selective growth of carbon nanotubes with predetermined prop-
erties (Liu and Hersam, 2010), and the growth of CNTs on new
types of substrates such as quartz ones and by coating the CNTs
with certain molecules to tune their attraction to different surfaces
(Franklin, 2013).

A third mechanism (in addition to materials creation and
new processes) for improving performance and cost is reduc-
ing the scale of features, a mechanism that has perhaps received
too little attention in the economics and innovation literature;
exceptions are Winter (2008) and Funk (2013a,b). The scale of

features was reduced to increase the storage density in new
forms of non-volatile memory (RAM) and to increase the speeds
of superconducting rapid single flux quantum (RSFQ) Josephson
junctions. This involved reducing the size of the memory cells
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nd RSFQ Josephson junctions, i.e., changes to the product design,
nd introducing processes that enabled the better control that
s necessary to achieve these smaller feature sizes in the prod-
ct design. Improvements in the performance of RSFQ Josephson

unctions in the form of faster speeds and lower power consump-
ion also contributed to improvements in the performance and cost
f quantum computers.

. Discussion

Understanding improvements in productivity may be the most
mportant task of economics, since improvements in productivity
nable improvements in the standard of living. Although Solow’s
1957) Nobel Prize winning research found that most of this
rowth comes from innovation and subsequent research has illu-
inated the importance of the computing sector (Jorgenson et al.,

008), more detailed mechanisms have rarely been identified. One
road possibility is that costs and performance are improved by
hat happens in factory floor production. Since costs do decrease

s cumulative production increases (Wright, 1936; Arrow, 1962;
rgote and Epple, 1990; Ayres, 1992; Nagy et al., 2013), this has
ometimes been taken to mean that this is the primary mechanism
or cost reductions. The early work on learning curves focused on
ingle designs that were made in single factories, but such work
oes not show that production is the key to reductions in cost over
ultiple factories and designs. By modeling these improvements as
function of cumulative production, it appears to some that cumu-

ative production is necessary for improvements and that factory
oor activities are the key to the improvements.

This paper has utilized a different perspective. By focusing on
echnologies that have experienced rapid improvements during
eriods of no commercial production, its results show that cumu-

ative production is not needed for significant improvement. These
esults add significantly to our overall knowledge of the mecha-
isms for improving performance and reducing cost and in fact
aise the potential for a modification of thinking for those who
erceive production-based learning as always the primary mode
f cost reduction. It showed that most of the improvements in the
arly stages for our thirteen cases came from changes in product
nd process designs that are being developed in laboratories. It
s only after these technologies are commercialized and volumes
ncreased that learning on the factory floor becomes possible and
n most cases important. The production-based learning is particu-
arly important in the implementation of new product and process
esigns as they are periodically introduced, for example in the form
f higher capacity memory chips (Mathews and Cho, 1999) and
ther ICs (Hatch and Mowery, 1998).

One well known method of reducing costs was not found in
ur analysis of the thirteen cases, increasing the physical scale of
roduction equipment (Gold, 1974; Lipsey et al., 2005; Winter,
008; Funk, 2013a,b); this is to be expected since it does not
ake economic sense to increase the physical scale of the produc-

ion equipment without large amounts of commercial production.
ncreases in the scale of production equipment enable economies
f scale and some technologies (e.g., chemicals) benefit more
rom economies of scale than do other technologies (Pavitt, 1984;
handler, 1994). Geometrical analysis of equipment, particularly
ith respect to surface area and volume is particularly useful for

nalyzing the past and future impact of increases in scale on the cost
f production (Lipsey et al., 2005; Winter, 2008; Funk, 2013a,b). For
xample, analyses of chemical products have confirmed the cost

dvantages of large scale equipment: the capital costs of chemical
lants are a function of plant size to the nth power, where n is typ-

cally between 0.6 and 0.7 (Axelrod et al., 1968; Mannan, 2005).
his mechanism for improving performance and cost definitely
olicy 44 (2015) 777–788

requires increases in production volumes but yet still depends on
laboratory activities, for example, those of the equipment suppliers
as significant geometric increases in production scale are usually
not achievable without increased understanding of the underly-
ing phenomena. We expect that the technologies covered in this
paper will experience improvements from increases in the scale
of production equipment as the levels of commercial production
for these technologies are increased and as equipment suppliers
and/or manufacturers develop this equipment.

An important question is the extent to which sources of the
cost reductions change as cumulative production rises over time.
We would expect that as commercial production increases, the
importance of larger scale equipment becomes greater. But how
much greater? Further research needs to address this question.
This paper’s results suggest that the three mechanisms identified
in this paper may well continue to have a large impact on improve-
ments in performance and cost even after commercial production
begins. Indeed, the mechanisms identified in this work are applica-
ble beyond the pre-commercial stage as the analysis of non-volatile
memory in Section 4.3 indicates due to the similarities between the
improvements in flash memory, other ICs, and the new forms of
non-volatile memory. For the six technologies for which we have
data, we observe no great changes (either accelerations or decel-
erations) in improvement rates (see Figs. 1–5) after commercial
production begins, which is at least suggestive that combinations
of materials creation, process creation and reductions in scale con-
tinue to impact on cost and performance in these domains as the
levels of commercial production increase. Furthermore, increases
in production volumes will also lead to increases in absolute lev-
els of R&D (Schmookler, 1966; Klepper, 1996) that will support
the three mechanisms identified in this paper. Thus, it is unclear
whether the three mechanisms (or other changes to product and
process design) or increases in the scale of production equipment
will be important mechanisms for how the improvements occur
beyond the early stages of commercialization. Further research on
this issue is needed particularly for other technologies.

In summary, we see a continual process of learning that begins in
the laboratory during the invention phase and continues into the
commercialization and post-commercialization phases with con-
tinuing contributions from R&D work. Improvements in cost (and
performance) are achieved in a continual manner such that the
technology becomes economically feasible over time for a growing
number of applications. The ongoing nature of the improvements
suggests that it may be possible to model the invention and com-
mercialization processes for many technologies as one continuous
process, as opposed to distinct phases. It also suggests that time or
research effort might be a superior independent variable to cumu-
lative production since it more effectively explains pre-production
activities.

Recursion and recombinant search (Basalla, 1988; Fleming,
2001; Fleming and Sorenson, 2001; Arthur, 2007) are an important
part of this continuous process of learning and they include the
revision of concepts during invention and beyond. Moreover, we
find that achieving economic feasibility begins during the stage of
invention, it requires many revisions of concepts, and this recursive
process may continue over many years before commercial produc-
tion begins and probably even after it does. This paper has also
identified three types of recursion – choices of materials, modifica-
tions to processes and reductions in physical scale – adding more
detail to theories of invention.

A final concern is whether the 13 technologies addressed in this
paper are representative of all technologies that experience rapid

improvements during periods of no commercial production. This
issue is not easily dismissed. The paper focused on recent technolo-
gies and older ones may reveal different results. Even with recent
ones, there are many types of technologies and despite our systemic
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ttempts to find all recent cases of rapidly cases, this paper may
ell have missed some rapidly improving technologies that might
epend more on commercial production for improvements than do
he ones covered in this paper. For example, chemicals and mate-
ials that are of fixed chemical formulas might depend more on
ncreases in production volume than do other technologies because
he fixed formulas reduce the extent of product design changes that
an be productively performed (Stobaugh, 1988). It is also possible
hat the data for some such cases is not in the literature because
hey are improved mainly through unpublished corporate develop-

ent activity. Overall, our search was wide ranging but we cannot
laim that our 13 cases – all of which are consistent with each other
elative to rapid improvement without commercial production –
epresent all possible emerging technologies.

This paper has important implications for firm strategies, R&D
nd governmental research policies. The results indicate that R&D is
uch more important than sometimes thought for improving cost

nd performance and that these improvements can sometimes be
chieved without commercial production. For firms, quickly ramp-
ng up the production of early (and often soon obsolete) designs
n order to move down a production learning curve may not be
n effective strategy in many new technologies. Instead, develop-
ng R&D capabilities, fostering relationships with emerging startups

hile monitoring and working with universities is likely to be more
mportant in a variety of cases. Furthermore, quantitatively moni-
oring improvements before the start of commercial production as
esearch goals are pursued could provide an important signal about
hether the technology has a large potential for improvements.

he results of such monitoring have implications for the types of
echnologies that should receive research funding from firms and
overnments.

Further research should look at how improvements occur after
ommercial production starts and grows. Do improvements occur
n ways different from the ways that were identified in this paper?
ow does this change over time? More specifically, do the contribu-

ions from increases in equipment scale and factory floor learning
ncrease and to what extent?

. Conclusions

This paper has shown that some technologies experience rapid
mprovements in cost and performance with no commercial pro-
uction and thus mechanisms other than factory floor activities
ust be the main mechanism for improvements. This suggests

hat increases in production volume are not as important for
chieving cost reductions in newly emerging technologies as the
xisting literature suggests for later stages of technology develop-
ent. Creating materials that better exploit physical phenomenon,

mproving processes, and reducing the scale of features were three
echanisms that were used by scientists and engineers to improve

he cost and performance in laboratories before (and even after)
he start of commercial production. Although the relative contribu-
ions of the various mechanisms at later stages are not known, the
hree mechanisms identified here can also operate at later stages of
evelopment as they result from R&D activities which continue to

ncrease as production and revenue increase. These findings have
mportant implications for theories of learning and invention, for
&D policy and for firm strategies.
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